Program

Pre-Days in Brussels

Some may want to spend extra nights before the trip in Brussels. Pre-nights can be arranged at the hotel. Restaurant suggestions and ideas for visits that will not be part of the program can be supplied.

Overnight in flight.

Sunday June 8
Arrivals Into Brussels

Individual arrivals into Brussels Zaventem Airport throughout the day.

Transfers arranged on request.

Traveling time to the Hotel Amigo from Brussels Airport is approximately 20 minutes, depending on the traffic.

Check into the Hotel Amigo.

After check-in and some time to unpack and freshen up, we depart the hotel for an orientation walk around The Grand Place.

Brussels

The “capital of Europe”, Brussels has begun to act like Europe’s Washington, D.C., a focus of economic and political power, where decisions are made that affect the lives of people around the world. As headquarters of the European Union (EU), Brussels both symbolizes the Continent’s vision of unity and is seen as a bastion of officialdom, a breeding ground for the regulations that govern and often exasperate the rest of Europe.

The Grand Place is the heart of Brussels, a vibrant, beautiful and functional part of the city. The magnificent square boasts popular sidewalk cafés, intimate cellar restaurants, the country’s finest guild halls and the splendid Hôtel de Ville, a gothic masterpiece.

Continue for a special private guided visit of Victor Horta’s masterpiece the Hôtel Solvay (on the Unesco World Heritage List).

Hôtel Solvay was built as the home of wealthy industrialist Armand Solvay. It was designed by Victor Horta, one of the earliest initiators of Art Nouveau. All decoration and furniture was designed by Horta himself.

Festive welcome dinner at Bocconi Restaurant in our hotel.

Overnight: Hotel Amigo, Brussels.

A deluxe 5-star property of The Rocco Forte Group. Just steps from the famous Grand Place, the red brick façade of the hotel built in Spanish Renaissance style, fits perfectly into the architectural past and present of its surroundings.
Program

Monday, June 9
Brussels

Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Depart hotel to the Jardin Botanique.

This morning is dedicated to the Jardin Botanique National de Belgique in Meise, one of the largest botanical gardens in Europe, set in the grounds of a historic castle with ample parklands, a lake and 14 inter-connected greenhouses featuring an overview of plants and flowers from around the world.

Continue to La Hulpe.

Established in the 19th century on part of the Forest of Soignes, the property was bought by the famous industrialist, Ernest Solvay, in 1893, and then bequeathed in 1968 to the Belgian State by his grandson, Ernest-John Solvay. The rich plant life in the park has been the subject of many studies by scientists from around the world.

Private lunch at the Château La Hulpe.

After lunch we tour the Domaine Solvay, which covers 227 hectares of greenery, woods and ponds. It is bordered by the Sonian Forest and the Nysdam Nature Reserve.

Must sees: the beech cathedral, gazebo, the rhododendrons and azaleas, forest valleys, ponds, French Garden, remarkable trees (giant sequoia tree, Caucasus Tuliptree, California hemlock, wildlife (great crested grebe, pochard, coots, geese).

Continue to the abbey and gardens of the Abbaye de la Cambre.

The Abbey de la Cambre is a medieval abbey that was suppressed by the French Revolutionary army. The attractive 18th-century brick buildings of the abbey, which surround a pretty little courtyard, are now used by several government departments.

In the courtyard is the main entrance to the lovely abbey church Notre Dame de la Cambre, with its simple barrel-vaulted nave. The church is an amalgamation of styles incorporating both Gothic and Classical features. There is a marvellous painting by Albert Bouts’ The Mocking of Christ, an early 16th -century work showing a mournful Christ.

Behind the abbey’s buildings are walled and terraced gardens, an oasis of peace away from the hubbub of avenue Louise. The Cistercian Abbey was founded about 1196. The terraced gardens date from eighteenth century and were restored by Jules Buyssens in 1930-32.

Return to our hotel.
Program

Monday, June 9 (continued)

After-hours visit of the House and gardens of the Museum Van Buuren
a private house-museum full of history and atmosphere including a
spectacular garden with a labyrinth designed by R. Pechère.

The David and Alice Van Buuren house, bought in 1928 by the banker and
patron David van Buuren, is in an architectural style typical of the Amsterdam
School. The Art Deco interior decoration is a harmonious ensemble created by
a collaboration of Belgian, French and Dutch designers. The Van Buurens made
their villa a “living academy” with rare furniture, carpets, stained-glass windows,
sculptures and international masterpieces. Often referred to as a “private
memory house”, it became a museum in 1975.

In 1924 the gardens covered only about 100 m², today the gardens are 1.5
hectares. There is great harmony of style between the garden created by
landscape architect Jules Buyssens and the Art Deco house. His “Picturesque
Garden” with its geometrical plan perfectly reflects the Art Deco style. In 1969,
Alice commissioned René Pechère to design a now much larger garden as a
complement to her villa.

Dinner to follow in the garden (weather permitting).

Overnight: Hotel Amigo, Brussels.
Tuesday, June 10
Brussels

Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Depart hotel to Château Hex one of the first landscape parks on the European continent.

The Château de Hex was built in the 18th century on a beautiful natural site, by Count Charles-François de Velbrück. Born in 1719 near Düsseldorf into an old Westphalian family, he was elected Prince-Bishop of Liège in 1772. Until his death at Hex in the spring of 1794 he ruled the Principality of Liège as an enlightened humanist where liberty of thought and cultural life came to full bloom. Philosopher and clever politician, friend of mankind and nature, he became the protector of art and literature.

De Velbrück’s love for nature easily lead him to the County of Looz, where his eye fell on the Seigneurie of Hex. This hilly country, covered with fields and woods, hunting grounds and promenades, was the perfect spot to realize an “Arcadian” dream. On the top of the hill Château de Hex was built as a hunting pavilion. It was then surrounded by 12 acres of formal gardens, inspired by French models including a rose garden, a Chinese garden, and a vegetable garden. Once the formal gardens had been laid out, de Velbrück added a landscape park inspired by the famous English garden architect Capability Brown.

Lunch at Château de Hex.

Continue to the Japanese Gardens in Hasselt for a guided visit.

With a surface of 25,000 m² (2.5 ha) the Hasselt Japanese Garden is the largest of its kind in Europe. It was constructed in 1992 with the collaboration of the Japanese city of Itami which is the sister city of Hasselt.

The garden is based on the pattern of 17th century Japanese tea gardens and consists of three parts:

- a transition area between the more Western-looking Kopermolenpark and the central Japanese Garden.

- the Central Garden with its ceremonial house and tea house, where tea demonstrations can be seen, the pond with numerous Japanese fish and waterfalls.

- a park with 250 Japanese cherry trees.

Return to Brussels.

Evening at leisure.

Overnight: Hotel Amigo, Brussels.
Wednesday, June 11
Brussels

Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Morning at leisure in Brussels.

Transfer to Domain Hemelrijk.

Hemelrijk is a private garden of more than 250 acres. Its name is the merger of the Dutch words for sky and kingdom. It’s easy to understand why the English landscape designer Russell Page liked to come here. The garden is the opposite of control, displaying a looseness and individualistic spirit that recalls 19th-century Romanticism. Hemelrijk is wildly unreasonable, vast and mysterious with its groups of apple and cherry trees, fields and rhododendron-laced woods. It is the perfect counterpoint to the regularized lowlands, where everything is flat and there is little respite from the ordered neatness of ancient tree-lines.

Lunch at Domain Hemelrijk.

Hemelrijk is also the romantic result of the union between the late horticulturists Robert De Belder and his wife, Jelena, who, along with Robert’s brother, Georges, created this magical place as well as the arboretum at Kalmthout. To see the great collections of beeches, oaks, maples and fruit trees with sweeping vistas and irregular lines that Robert De Belder assembled and to look across the ponds that he and his brother, Georges, created in the 1960s is to understand what motivated them.

Continue to ’s Gravenwezel Castle to view the castle’s gardens designed by landscape architect Jacques Wirtz.

The parklands look as if they have been cultivated without interruption for the past 500 years, but not so long ago they were overgrown and tangled with brambles. In 1984, when the owners bought ’s-Gravenwezel the couple spent the next 15 years patiently nurturing a four-acre potager and private pleasure garden, and shaping each ancient oak, cobblestone path, and shaded allée on their 62 acres.

To help articulate their vision, they hired Flemish landscape architect Jacques Wirtz, 77, considered by many horticultural insiders to be the world’s leading garden designer. It was Wirtz who first defined the “genius of the place,” emphasizing the history of the castle’s gardens. In his head, Wirtz says, he imagined Breughel’s depictions of country life and other Flemish paintings of sheltering oaks, beech hedges, and walled monastic gardens.

Return to Brussels.

Dinner at Taverne du Passage.

Overnight: Hotel Amigo, Brussels.
Program

Thursday, June 12
Brussels

Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Depart for Haacht. Arboretum Wespelaar vzw, a non-profit organization, was set up in 2001 to manage the botanical collections of a part of the estate of Philippe de Spoelberch.

In 2007, the arboretum and its collections were donated to the Foundation Arboretum Wespelaar, which was set up to guarantee the future of the collections and arrange for their opening to the public in 2011. Some 2000 different taxa can be seen on the 20-hectare grounds. The arboretum brings together trees and shrubs from around the world, which can survive in the temperate Belgian climate. Arboretum Wespelaar houses many woody species large and small, including common and rare species, especially those that are threatened in the wild.

Lunch at the estate.

Visit of the private estate Herkenrode.

The owner began creating a garden at his family estate, Herkenrode, in 1966. Known for its collections of Acer (maple), Rhododendron, Magnolia, and Fagaceae (beech), it has just become open to public visitation.

Continue to Kreftenbroeck

Kreftenbroeck.

In the fall of 1980 Etienne and Rose-Marie Van Campenhout purchased a dilapidated farm in Rhode St Genèse on the outskirts of Brussels. The following spring they began the huge task of renovating the farm and transforming the waist-high growth into a garden. The later purchased adjacent land that has resulted in a magnificent series of gardens extending over 10 acres.

The sublime series of green spaces begins in front of the house in what is known as the natural garden, the main focal point of which is a small pond. Behind the house is a more classically designed garden with a canopied alley of apple trees linking two large Louis XVI urns. From here open areas, intimate green “rooms” a serpentine pond and an elegant staircase alternate leading to the final goal; the valley garden designed by the well-known Belgian landscape architect Jacques Wirtz. This most recent garden links slope with valley, with focal points of hedges, trees, water and sculpture.

Return to our hotel.

Evening at leisure.

Overnight: Hotel Amigo, Brussels.
Ghent

Archaeological research has proved that there was human settlement in Ghent during prehistoric times but it wasn’t until the Roman period that the nucleus of a city began to grow near the confluence of the two rivers Scheldt and Leie. The Flemish name ‘Gent’ is probably derived from the Celtic ‘Ganda’, meaning confluence.

The city continued to grow and in 630 the Abbey of Saint John (later the Abbey of Saint Bavo) was founded. Soon after, a second abbey was founded on the so-called ‘Blandijnberg’ and it was around these two religious centers that a residential nucleus came into existence.

From the 11th to the 12th century Ghent grew into an important trading center, mostly due to the production of cloth based on the import of raw English wool. In the 13th century the city was governed by patricians who continuously defended their own mercantilist interests against those of the Count and the corporations. Along the waterways in the city center are the beautiful facades of the Guild Houses from that era.

Visit of St. Bavo Cathedral to view the famous Ghent Altarpiece in Ghent Cathedral, a pivotal work of the Flemish school of the 15th century. In the crypt of the cathedral is a triptych by Jim Dine and Alessandro Algardi.

Ghent Altarpiece

The Adoration of the Mystic Lamb, also known as ‘The Ghent Altarpiece’ is popularly attributed to Jan van Eyck. However a Latin inscription on the border of the painting suggests that it was actually the elder brother Hubert who started the work and Jan who finished it. It is commonly accepted that the van Eyck family must have come from the town of ‘Eyck’ which is now called ‘Maaseik’, situated in the Belgian province of Limburg. Jan van Eyck was born around 1390 and became painter at the court of Philip the Fair, Duke of Burgundy. Jan settled in Bruges in 1432 and died there in 1441.

The altarpiece was painted to decorate the private chapel of a wealthy couple, Joost Vijd and his wife Elisabeth Borluut. Joost Vijd was among the most influential citizens of Ghent and his wife belonged to the famous Borluut family of the same city. The polyptych was a huge undertaking and is one of the largest altarpieces that we know of from the period.
Program

Friday, June 13 (Continued)

The main theme of the work is the Adoration of The Lamb, a symbolic representation of the crucified Christ shown in the middle of the central panel. However, the subjects and relationships of the 24 panels of this altarpiece are much more complex and during our private before-hour’s visit we will have the opportunity to learn much more about what is certainly one of the most influential paintings in Western Art.

In the crypt of the cathedral is the famous Calvary Triptych by Justus van Gent from the mid 15th century as well as a contemporary triptych by Jim Dine.

Coffee break hosted at a private 13th century home near the cathedral.

We continue for a visit of a private garden as we walk through the historic city center passing by the 15th-century Cloth Hall and the 16th-century Town Hall before we reach the Graslei and Korenlei where 16th-century guild-houses line both banks of the Leie River. This site is what many consider the most beautiful spot in the city.

Lunch at Belga Queen on the Graslei.

Continue to Eeklo to visit Arboretum Het Leen.

Het Leen is quite new having been started by Eric Winley in 1980. On a small plot along the entrance Eric planted native trees and shrubs but he had grander ideas for the arboretum and it took a while to convince others and get the necessary financial support. A few years later he expanded his collection on the adjacent land and added both exotic and cultivated plants. He kept expanding and today the arboretum covers 15 acres and is home to a collection of 7000 trees, and shrubs.

Continue to Bruges and check into our elegant hotel, The Tuilerieën.

Time to unpack, relax, settle into our hotel.

Dinner at Chez Olivier.

Overnight: The Tuilerieën, Bruges.

An elegant noble residence from the 15th century converted into a deluxe hotel. The hotel’s location, along one of the prettiest canals “Den Dijver” immediately submerges you into the rich history of the town.
Program

Saturday, June 14
Bruges

Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Walking tour of three gardens in Bruges with garden specialist and author Andries van den Abeele.

Bruges is a beautiful, medieval town, which began life in about AD 862 as a castle on an island in a swamp formed by the River Reie. The castle has disappeared, but the charming square that replaced it, the Burg, has remained the historic heart of the city over the centuries.

Baron van den Abeele is an historian, garden specialist and author on the history, art and landscape of Flanders in general and of Bruges in particular. His recent book the Secret Gardens of Bruges discusses a dozen private and public gardens in the city.

Short transfer to Oostkerke where we visit the private garden of Castle Oostkerke, which were originally designed by Dutch landscape architect Mien Ruys.

Oostkerke Castle has its origins in a 13th-century fortified keep. An estate is first mentioned in 1358 while the current castle is a vestige of the 14th-century structure. Oostkerke has had a tumultuous history, from the 16th century when it was besieged, ransacked and burned to the ground, to the end of World War II when the area was deliberately flooded destroying the gardens and German troops removed the oak beams from the interior to reinforce their lines against the approaching Allies. At the end of the war Oostkerke was in a ruinous state. Baron van der Elst who had purchased the castle just before the war, undertook a massive restoration.

A bridge and two round towers from the 14th century flank the entrance of the castle, whilebehind lies one of Flander’s most beautiful gardens. During the creation of the garden the foundations of the original castle were discovered and restored to form the walking paths of the garden. This ingenious combination of ancient form and modern function also serves to underline the history of Oostkerke, revealing the original layout and size of the 14th-century castle.

Afternoon at leisure.

This evening we board our boat for a ride on the canals.

We end at the private 16th century canal home for a drinks reception.

Continue on foot for dinner at Den Gouden Harynck, a Michelin one-star restaurant in the center of Bruges.

Overnight: The Tuilerieën, Bruges.
Program

Sunday, June 15
Departures

Breakfast at hotel.
Depart at leisure throughout the day.
Individual transfers to the airport.

This is a working itinerary and modifications may occur depending upon the ultimate availability of our hosts or certain events. The itinerary is subject to change.
Program Cost

$7,500 price person based on twin/double sharing
$1,120 single supplement
$400 tax-deductible donation payable directly to Morris Arboretum

Deposit

A deposit of $2,500 per person is required to confirm your place on the trip. The deposit is refundable up until December 1, 2013, less a 3.5% administrative bank fee. Balance of payment is due 90 days prior to departure, March 10, 2014. All payments may be made by American Express, VISA, Master Card or check. Please make all checks payable to Benefactor Travel.

A non-refundable gift of $400 to Morris Arboretum is required at time of registration to be paid directly to Morris Arboretum. Payment may be made by American Express, VISA, Master Card or check. Please make check payable to Morris Arboretum and mail to Attn: Victoria Sicks. A tax receipt will be issued.

Program Cost Includes:

• 7 nights’ accommodation in the 5-star properties:
  - 5 nights in Classic Room at the Hotel Amigo, Brussels.
  - 2 nights in Executive Room at the The Tuilerieën, Bruges.
• Buffet breakfast daily.
• 6 lunches including selected wines, beer, mineral water and tea or coffee.
• 5 dinners including selected wines, beer, mineral water and tea or coffee.
• 2 pre-dinner receptions.
• All visits, entrance fees and events as outlined in the itinerary including numerous private gardens, studios, speakers’ fees.
• Canal cruise.
• All private coach transport as outlined in the program itinerary.
• All taxes for all goods and services.
• All tips (drivers, hotel, restaurant and guiding staff).
• Luggage Porterage at the hotel.
• Trip accompanied by two Morris Arboretum staff members.
• On-site experienced director from Benefactor Travel by Hamilton Fitzjames.

This is a working itinerary and modifications may occur depending upon the ultimate availability of our hosts or certain events. The itinerary is subject to change.

This trip is based on 16 participants. We reserve the right to cancel the program due to insufficient participants. In the unlikely event that the tour is canceled, participants will be informed no later than Jan 15, 2014 and any trip payments will be refunded in full. We are not responsible for any collateral costs, including airfare or other personal expenses, incurred by travelers due to trip cancellation.

US$ costs have been based on rates of exchange as of September 2013 and are subject to change.

Not Included

• International Airfare.
• Personal charges (laundry, minibar, telephone etc.).
• Travel Insurance. We highly recommend Travel Insurance, the company we recommend using is TRAVEL GUARD
Reservation Form

Please e-mail to: Dale@HamiltonFitzjames.com
or fax to: 905 842-2196
or mail to: Hamilton Fitzjames, 1011 Upper Middle Rd. E., Suite 1158, Oakville, ON Canada L6H 5Z9

Name(s)__________________________________________
Address__________________________________________
City______________________________________________
State_________________________ Zip_________ Email__________
Phone_____________________________ Fax__________________
(day) ___________________________ (evening) ________________

TRIP COST:
$7,500 per person based on double occupancy.
$1,120 single supplement.
$400 tax-deductible donation payable directly to Morris Arboretum

If applicable, I plan on sharing a room with______________________________
If applicable, we would like □ 1 bed □ 2 beds

Deposit and Payments:
A deposit of US $2,500 per person is required to confirm your place on the trip. This amount is refundable until December 1, 2013 less a 3.5% administrative bank fee. Balance of payment is due by March 10, 2014. All payments may be made by American Express, VISA, Master Card or check. Please make all checks payable to Benefactor Travel. Space is limited.

A non-refundable gift of $400 to Morris Arboretum is required at time of registration to be paid directly to Morris Arboretum. Payment may be made by American Express, VISA, Master Card or check. Please make check payable to Morris Arboretum and mail to Attn: Victoria Sicks. A tax receipt will be issued.

Card # ___________________________ Expiration Date __ __ - __ __
I hereby authorize Hamilton Fitzjames to deduct amounts due as outlined above.

Signature ______________________________ Amount: ______________________________
(as name appears on the card)
I hereby authorize Hamilton Fitzjames to deduct $2500 Trip Deposit.
I hereby authorize Morris Arboretum to deduct $400 as non-refundable gift.

Cancellation & Refund:
If you must cancel your reservation, your cancellation fee will be determined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Cancellation</th>
<th>Cancellation Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior to December 1, 2013</td>
<td>fully refundable (minus administrative bank fee of 3.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2, 2013 – March 09, 2014</td>
<td>deposit is forfeited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15, 2014 to departure date</td>
<td>100% of tour package cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exceptions to this cancellation policy cannot be made for any reason, including weather or personal emergencies. We highly recommend trip insurance in case you should have to interrupt or cancel your trip, and we recommend using Travel Guard Insurance. For insurance details please visit their website - www.travelguard.com or call Hamilton Fitzjames, 1-800-801-6147.

I have read and agree to the above Cancellation & Refund Terms and Conditions. Please check.□

For the full itinerary, meals, accommodations and the terms and conditions please consult the trip website at, http://www.trip-program.com/morrisarboretum
or call Dale at Hamilton Fitzjames, 800-801-6147
Contact

Victoria Sicks  
*Associate Director, Individual and Planned Giving*  
*Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania*

**E:** vsicks@upenn.edu  
**T:** (215) 247-5777 ext.152  
**F:** (215) 248-4439

Dale Grzegorczyk  
*BENEFACTOR TRAVEL*by Hamilton Fitzjames

1011 Upper Middle Rd. E., Suite 1158  
Oakville, ON Canada L6H 5Z9  
**E:** dale@hamiltonfitzjames.com  
**T:** (800) 801-6147  
**F:** (905) 842-2196